A theoretical formulation of magnetoresistance effect in a metallic ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayer originated from the charge-spin conversion by the anomalous Hall effect is presented. Analytical expressions of the longitudinal and transverse resistivities in both nonmagnet and ferromagnet are obtained by solving the spin diffusion equation. The magnetoresistance generated from charge-spin conversion purely caused by the anomalous Hall effect in the ferromagnet is found to be proportional to the square of the spin polarizations in the ferromagnet and has fixed sign. We also find additional magnetoresistances in both nonmagnet and ferromagnet arising from the mixing of the spin Hall and anomalous Hall effects. The sign of this mixing resistance depends on those of the spin Hall angle in the nonmagnet and the spin polarizations of the ferromagnet.
I. INTRODUCTION
It was recently found that the resistance of a bilayer consisting of an insulating ferromagnet and a metallic nonmagnet depends on the magnetization direction even though no current flows in the ferromagnet [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This new type of magnetoresistance effect, called spin Hall magnetoresistance, was explained theoretically by using the diffusive spin transport theory in the nonmagnet [6] , despite the existence of other contributions being implied [7] [8] [9] . The key idea of the spin Hall magnetoresistance was the charge-spin conversion [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] caused by the spin Hall effect [18] [19] [20] originating from the spin-orbit interaction in nonmagnetic heavy metals. The spin Hall magnetoresistance was observed also in a metallic ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayer [21] [22] [23] [24] .
A metallic ferromagnet shows the anomalous Hall effect [25] generating another electric voltage in the direction perpendicular to both the magnetization and an external electric field. Note that the transverse electric current generated by this Hall voltage is spin-polarized because of the spin-dependent transport properties in ferromagnets [26, 27] . In other words, the anomalous Hall effect generates the electric and spin currents simultaneously. Then, a new magnetoresistance effect that originates from the charge-spin conversion by the anomalous Hall effect, in addition to this conventional Hall voltage, is expected, as in the case of the spin Hall magnetoresistance. This new type of magnetoresistance effect can be distinguished from the conventional anomalous Hall effect because the former is characterized by the physical quantities related to the spin-dependent transport in a ferromagnet.
In this paper, a theoretical formulation is given for the magnetoresistance effect generated from the chargespin conversion caused by the anomalous Hall effect in a ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayer. Solving the spin diffusion equation and using the spin-dependent Landauer formula, analytical expressions of the transverse resistiv- An external voltage is applied along the x direction, generating the external electric field Ex. Magnetoresistance in the transverse direction is measured from the electric voltage flowing along the y direction in the nonmagnet or ferromagnet, whereas the longitudinal one is detected from the electric voltage along the x direction.
ities in both nonmagnet and ferromagnet are obtained, both of which have angular dependence that is the same as with the planar Hall effect. One of these magnetoresistances originates from the charge-spin conversion caused purely by the anomalous Hall effect in the ferromagnet. This contribution has fixed sign because it is proportional to the square of the spin polarizations of the ferromagnet. Another magnetoresistance effect arises from the mixing of the spin Hall and anomalous Hall effects. The sign of this term depends on those of the spin Hall angle in the nonmagnet and the spin polarizations of the ferromagnet. The longitudinal resistivity is also investigated and found to also has the mixing term.
The paper is organized as follows. The electric and spin currents, as well as the spin accumulation, in a ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayer are calculated in Sec. II by solving the spin diffusion equation. The magnetoresistance effect due to the charge-spin conversion by the spin Hall and anomalous Hall effects is studied in Sec. III. The conclusion is summarized in Sec. IV.
II. CHARGE AND SPIN TRANSPORT IN A FERROMAGNETIC/NONMAGNETIC BILAYER
In this section, we derive the analytical formulas of the electric and spin currents, as well as the spin accumulation, in a ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayer.
A. Electric current
The system we consider is schematically shown in Fig.  1 , where the ferromagnet (F) and nonmagnet (N) are attached at the xy-plane, z = 0. In the following, we use the subscripts F and N to distinguish between the quantities related to the ferromagnet and nonmagnet. The thicknesses of the ferromagnet and nonmagnet along the z-direction are denoted as d F and d N , respectively. The unit vector pointing in the magnetization direction of the ferromagnet is m. An external voltage is applied along the x-direction. The electric current density in the nonmagnet is driven by the external electric field E x and the inverse spin Hall effect, and is given by [12] 
where i = x, y, z represents the spatial direction of the current flow, whereas α is used to represent the direction of the spin polarization. The spin-polarization direction of the spin accumulation in the nonmagnet is determined by the boundary condition of the spin current at the ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic interface, as discussed below. The conductivity and spin Hall angle of the nonmagnet are σ N and ϑ, respectively. The elementary charge is e = |e|. The Levi-Civita asymmetric tensor is ǫ ijk (ǫ 123 = +1). The electrochemical potentialμ and spin accumulation δµ are defined using the spin-dependent electrochemical potentialμ ν (ν =↑, ↓) asμ = (μ ↑ +μ ↓ )/2 and δµ = (μ ↑ −μ ↓ )/2, respectively. The electrochemical potential in the nonmagnet is related to the external electric field asμ N = eE x x [12] . On the other hand, the spin accumulation of the nonmagnet varies along the z direction. The electric current density along the z direction then becomes zero, guaranteeing the open circuit boundary condition. The electric current densities in the nonmagnet along the x and y directions are explicitly given by
On the other hand, the electric current density in the ferromagnet is given by [27] 
where σ AH is the conductivity of the anomalous Hall effect. The spin polarizations of σ F and σ AH are denoted as β and ζ, respectively [27] . The second and fourth terms in Eq. (4) indicate that the anomalous Hall effect generates an electric current perpendicular to both the external current and magnetization. We assume that the penetration depth of the transverse spin current in the ferromagnet is sufficiently short due to the large exchange interaction between the conduction electrons and the magnetization, for simplicity [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The spin polarizations of the spin current and accumulation in the ferromagnet then become parallel to the magnetization m. Using the conservation law of the electric current, ∂ i J ci,F = 0, and applying the open-circuit boundary condition along the z direction, J cz,F = 0, we find that the electrochemical potential and spin accumulation in the ferromagnet are related as
where the second term is the conventional electric potential, whereas the third term arises from an internal electric field under the open-circuit boundary condition.
The electric current densities in the ferromagnet along the x and y directions are
The last terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) represent the contributions to the longitudinal and transverse electric currents from the charge-spin conversion caused by the anomalous Hall effect. In the following, we will calculate the magnetoresistance effect due to these terms.
B. Spin current and spin accumulation
The spin accumulation in the nonmagnet obeys the diffusion equation given by [12, 34] 
where ℓ N is the spin diffusion length of the nonmagnet. The boundary conditions of Eq. (8) is given by the spin current density at the boundary, where the spin current density is related to the spin accumulation via [12] 
To simplify the notation, we introduce the unit vectors e α representing the direction of the spin polarization, and define δµ N = δµ N,α e α and J sz,N = J szα,N e α . The open-circuit boundary condition along the z direction is
On the other hand, we denote the spin current density at the ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic interface (z = 0) as J F/N sz . The spin accumulation in the nonmagnet is then obtained from Eq. (8) as
The spin accumulation in the ferromagnet also obeys the diffusion equation with the spin diffusion length ℓ F . Note that the spin current density in the ferromagnet is related to the spin accumulation as [27] 
Similar to the nonmagnet, we define δµ F = δµ F m where the vector notation in boldface represents the direction of the spin polarization, which in the ferromagnet is assumed to be parallel to the magnetization. Then, the spin accumulation in the ferromagnet is given by
where σ *
C. Spin current at ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic interface
The spin current at the ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic interface is determined by the spin-dependent Landauer formula given by [35] 
where g = g ↑↑ + g ↓↓ is the sum of the dimensionless interface conductances of spin-up and spin-down electrons, and γ = (g ↑↑ − g ↓↓ )/g is its spin polarization. The conductance g is related to the interface resistance r via r = (h/e 2 )S/g, where S is the cross-section area of the interface. The real and imaginary parts of the mixing conductance are denoted as g r and g i , respectively. Substituting Eqs. (10) and (12) at z = 0 into Eq. (13), we find that Eq. (13) is rewritten as
Here, we define g
, and
.
(15) Substituting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (10) and (12), the longitudinal and transverse electric current densities are calculated from Eqs. (2), (3), (6) , and (7).
III. MAGNETORESISTANCE EFFECT DUE TO CHARGE-SPIN CONVERSION
In this section, we study the magnetoresistance effect originated from the charge-spin conversion by the spin Hall and anomalous Hall effects. We first focus on the transverse resistivity because the transverse voltage has been usually measured in the experiments of the anomalous Hall effect [25] . We also study the longitudinal resistivity for generality because the longitudinal voltage has been measured in the experiments of the spin Hall magnetoresistance [3] .
A. Transverse resistivity
We define the averaged transverse electric current density in the nonmagnet from Eq. (3) as J cy,N = 1 dN 0 −dN J cy,N dz. Then, the transverse resistivity in the nonmagnet is defined as [6] 
where ∆ρ N,y and ∆ρ
∆ρ
(18) In the following, we neglect terms related to g i by assuming g r ≫ g i , for simplicity [36] . Similarly, we define the averaged transverse electric current density in the ferromagnet from Eq. (7) as J cy,F = 1 dF dF 0 J cy,F dz. Then, the transverse resistivity in the ferromagnet is
where ∆ρ F,y with ρ
The first term in Eq. (19) is the transverse resistivity due to the conventional anomalous Hall effect, whereas the second term is originated from the internal electric field due to the open-circuit condition of the electric current along the z direction. On the other hand, the third term or, equivalently, Eq. (20), represents the contribution from the charge-spin conversion caused by the anomalous Hall effect. Equations (17) and (20) indicate that the transverse resistivity shows the angular dependence that is the same as with the planar Hall effect in ferromagnets [37] . However, the dependences of Eqs. (17) and (20) on the thicknesses d N and d F are scaled by the spin diffusion lengths, and thus these effects can be separated from the conventional planar Hall effect by measuring the thickness dependence of total transverse resistivity. The terms in Eqs. (17) and (20) are classified into three contributions. The first one is the spin Hall magnetoresistance [6] described by the first term of Eq. (17) . This term arises purely from the spin Hall effect, and is finite even when the ferromagnet does not show the anomalous Hall effect. The second contribution is the first term of Eq. (20) originating from the charge-spin conversion purely caused by the anomalous Hall effect. This term is finite even when the spin Hall effect is absent. These first and second contributions have fixed signs because these are proportional to the square of the spin Hall angle ϑ and the spin polarization β − ζ, respectively. On the other hand, the third contribution corresponds to the second terms of Eqs. (17) and (20) , which originate from the charge-spin conversion generated by the mixing of the spin Hall and anomalous Hall effects. In other words, the spin current generated by the anomalous Hall effect is converted to the electric current by the inverse spin Hall effect or vice versa. The sign of the third contribution depends on those of ϑ and β − ζ.
Although all terms in Eqs. (17) and (20) have the angular dependence that is the same as with the planar Hall effect, their origins are different. The angular dependence of the spin Hall magnetoresistance arises from the absorption of the spin current having the spin polarization perpendicular to the magnetization at the ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic interface [6] . Thus, the amount of the spin Hall magnetoresistance depends on the mixing conductance. On the other hand, the magnetoresistance due to the anomalous Hall effect arises from the spin current polarized along the direction parallel to the magnetization, and thus, is independent of the mixing conductance. Let us explain the origins of the magnetoresistances in Eqs. (17) and (20), except the spin Hall magnetoresistance, with the help of schematic views in Fig. 2 . Figure 2(a) schematically shows the generation of the transverse electric current by the charge-spin conversion purely caused by the anomalous Hall effect. The anomalous Hall effect generates the spin current in the direction m × E x e x . Therefore, the spin current flows in the z direction when the magnetization has a finite y component m y . The anomalous Hall effect then converts this spin current to the electric current in the direction perpendicular to both the spin current and the magnetization, i.e., m × (m × E x e x ) direction. Thus, when the x component of the magnetization m x is also finite, the electric current along the y direction is generated in the ferromagnet, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This term corresponds to the first term of Eq. (20) . The spin current generated by the anomalous Hall effect is also converted to the electric current in the nonmagnet by the inverse spin Hall effect, as schematically shown in Fig. 2(b) , which corresponds to the second term in Eq. (17) . On the other hand, Fig. 2(c) schematically shows the conversion of the spin current generated in the nonmagnet to the electric current in the ferromagnet. The spin Hall effect generates the spin current in the z direction, whose polarization points to the y direction. This spin current can be injected into the ferromagnet when m y is finite because only the spin current polarized in the magnetization direction can survive inside the ferromagnet. Then, the anomalous Hall effect converts this spin current into the electric current flowing in the direction, m×(e y ×E x e x ) ∝ m×e z . Therefore, the electric current in the y direction is generated when m x is finite, which corresponds to the second term of Eq. (20) . These physical pictures indicate that both the x and y components of the magnetization should be finite to generate the transverse electric current. Therefore, the magnetoresistances in Eqs. (17) and (20) show the angular dependence of m x m y . N ) ] is multiplied to Eq. (17) in this figure to account for the shunt effect [24] . The values of the parameters are taken from typical experiments and firstprinciples calculations for CoFeB, NiFe, W, and so on 
, as a function of the thickness d F is also shown in Fig.  3(b) by a solid line, where d N is fixed to 2 nm. These figures indicate that the magnetoresistance effect on the same order of the spin Hall magnetoresistance can be expected due to the charge-spin conversion caused by the anomalous Hall effect. It was recently shown that the anisotropic magnetoresistance and the planar Hall effect in the W/CoFeB/MgO heterostructure is one order of magnitude smaller than the spin Hall magnetoresistance [23] . Therefore, the magnetoresistance effect studied in the present work is considered to be measurable, although it has the same angular dependence with the planar Hall effect.
B. Longitudinal resistivity
The longitudinal resistivity in the nonmagnet is defined from Eq. (2) as 
We note that ∆ρ
N,x and ∆ρ (1) N,x correspond to the spin Hall magnetoresistance derived for a ferromagnetic insulator/nonmagnetic metal bilayer [6] . The first term in ∆ρ (2) N,x is originated from the charge-spin conversion purely by the spin Hall effect, and is finite when the ferromagnet is metallic. On the other hand, the second term in ∆ρ (2) N,x is originated from the spin current generated by the anomalous Hall effect, which is converted to the electric current in the nonmagnet by the inverse spin Hall effect.
Similarly, the longitudinal resistivity in the ferromagnet is defined from Eq. (6) as
where ∆ρ F,x is given by
As in the case of the transverse resistivity, Eq. (26) has two terms, where the first term arises from the chargespin conversion purely caused by the anomalous Hall effect [42] , whereas the second term comes from the spin current generated by the spin Hall effect in the nonmagnet. We note that the magnitudes of the transverse and longitudinal resistivities in the ferromagnet that originate from the charge-spin conversion, given by Eqs. (20) and (26) , are equivalent. This is because both the longitudinal and transverse currents due to this conversion, given by the last terms in Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively, depend on the same term (∝ ∂ z δµ F ), except the angular dependence. Therefore, the dependence of Eq. (26) on the ferromagnetic thickness is the same with Fig. 3(b) , except the sign difference. On the other hand, the longitudinal and transverse currents in the nonmagnet given by Eqs. (2) and (3) depend on different components of δµ N,α . Thus, the magnitudes of the longitudinal and transverse resistivities are, in general, different, as can be seen in Eqs. (17) and (21) . However, when we compare the longitudinal resistivities for m y = 0 and m y = ±1, as done in the experiments [24] , we found that N,x , (27) which is identical to the transverse resistivity, given by Eq. (17), and therefore its thickness dependence is given by Fig. 3(a) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the magnetoresistance effect in a metallic ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayer due to the chargespin conversion by the anomalous Hall effect is predicted theoretically. The magnetoresistance generated from charge-spin conversion purely caused by anomalous Hall effect in the ferromagnet is proportional to the square of the spin polarizations in the ferromagnet and has a fixed sign. We also find additional magnetoresistances in both the nonmagnet and ferromagnet, which arise from the mixing of the spin Hall and anomalous Hall effects. The sign of this mixing resistance becomes either positive or negative, depending on those of the spin Hall angle in the nonmagnet and the spin polarization of the ferromagnet.
